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Abstract

2. Schrödinger-Poisson Model (S-P)

We describe here two approaches to model the quantum
effects that can no more be neglected in actual and future
devices. These models are the Schrödinger-Poisson and
Density-Gradient methods fully integrated in the device
simulator ATLAS. Simulations based on such methods
are compared to each other on electron concentration
and C-V curves in a MOS-capacitor.

The confinement effect appears in very thin oxide devices
where the barrier of potential at the interface SiO2/Si is
larger and deeper than a thick oxide device. This quantum confinement is well described by solving the single
particle Schrödinger equation. Solved self-consistently
with the Poisson equation, it provides the eigenvalues
and eigenvectors along the three directions of the k-space.
Considering ml, mt1 and mt2 the electron longitudinal effective mass and the electron transverse effective masses
respectively, the electron density is written as:

1. Introduction
Advanced silicon technology tends towards ever thinner
and shorter gate oxide resulting in significant quantum
effects. The most relevant effect is the confinement of the
carriers. For instance, in a Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor
capacitor C-V characteristic, the threshold voltage is shifted
and the apparent oxide thickness is increased compared
to the C-V characteristic expected with a semi-classical
approach. To model this confinement accurately in a
device simulator based on a drift-diffusion approach,
two methods are treated in this paper. The first one, and
the most accurate, is to include the Schrödinger equation
into a self-consistent computation with the Poisson equation.
Unfortunately this solution, due to its non-locality, has
a significant numerical cost and cannot be efficiently
coupled with the continuity equations giving the current
flow in practical applications. All the same this method
is used in 1D as a reference: the C-V characteristic and
the carrier density profiles are useful to validate simpler
methods. Different simpler methods compatible with
the drift-diffusion approach have been developed [1, 2]. In
this paper we describe a density gradient model which
introduces a quantum potential correction in the
continuity equations. In the following, we present first
the Schrödinger-Poisson model, then the density gradient
model and the comparison to each other.

where x is the position along a vertical slice (normal to the
gate oxide), Ψli, Eli (resp. Ψti, Eti) are the i-th longitudinal (resp.
transverse) eigenvector and eigenvalue, kB is the Boltzmann
Continued on page 2 ...
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Figure 1a. 5 first longitudinal wave functions.

Figure 1b. 5 first transverse wave functions.

constant, T is the temperature, h is the Planck constant and
EF is the Fermi level. For the holes, a similar expression is
obtained with the light and heavy holes effective masses.
For a 2D device, the S-P equation is solved along a set of
1D parallel slices under the gate. At the ends of each slice
an infinite potential is set as a boundary condition. As this
assumption is unphysical at the SiO2/Si interface, the S-P
model has been designed to include the gate oxide in the
solver so that the eigenvectors and thus the carriers could
penetrate in the oxide. In the silicon oxide effective masses
for electrons and holes have been defined, with value 0.3 and
1.0, respectively. A full description of this S-P model is
presented in [3] with the works presented in [4, 5].

To illustrate this model, one defines a MOS-capacitor
with 1e18 cm-3 p-type doped substrate and a 3 nm gate
oxide thickness. In inversion mode (Vgate=1.0 V), Figure 1
shows the 5 first longitudinal and transverse eigenvectors
(ml=0.98, mt1=mt2=0.19 have been set). The corresponding
electron concentration is depicted in Figure 2 and compared
with a semi-classical profile. It shows the peak in the quantum
simulation is no more at the interface (x=0 coordinate) as
in the semi-classical simulation. The quantum confinement
is correctly modeled.

3. Density Gradient Model (DG)
The density gradient method is an approach compatible
with the drift-diffusion treatment used in device simulator.
Different methods have been proposed [6-8], one presents
here one of these models. It applies a quantum potential
correction _ in the density current expression:

with:

where:
(if Boltzmann statistics is assumed),
µn is the electron mobility,
Ψ is the electrostatic potential,
nie is the intrinsic carrier concentration,
m is the electron effective mass,

Figure 2. Semi-classical (dotted line) and quantum (solid line)
electron concentration in log scale.
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γ is a fit factor.
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Figure 3. S-P (solid line) and DG (dashed and dotted lines)
electron profiles.

Figure 4. Electron profiles, zoom of Figure 3 around the peak, S-P
in solid line, DG/_=3.4 in dashed line and DG/_=3.6 dotted lines.

The factor γ has been introduced to adjust the quantum
correction which has been obtained after a few simplifications. Discussions about its introduction can be found
in [7-9]. In this way it accounts the fact only one mass is
used in DG model whereas three are used in S-P model.
It could also be adjusted depending on the temperature
of operation and the device (bulk, SOI, double gate).

lation is explained by the fact the charge is treated in
a full quantum scheme in S-P solver whereas a part of
the charge should be treated semi-classically. However
this small error is not really important because the more
strongly doped the substrate, the less the carriers are
confined [9], moreover the mode of operation of an actual
MOSFET is in inversion mode, and Figure 5 shows the
very good agreement between the DG model and the S-P
approach in this case.

Concerning the boundary conditions, they are the same
as in a semi-classical scheme. The only boundary condition
is that at contacts, the quantum correction is zero.

Continued on page 7 ...

This model is compared to S-P model in Figure 3. The
same device as described in section 2 has been used, the

γ factor has been set to 3.6 (its default value as indicated

in [8] ) and 3.4 which fits better the S-P electron profile.
The electron concentration is displayed in a linear scale
and the x=0 coordinate corresponds to the interface. The
Figure 4 is a zoom around the peak and it shows a difference between S-P and DG with γ=3.4 less than 1% at
the peak. It confirms the DG model is suitable to capture
quantum effects.
Then for each approach, semi-classical, Schrödinger-Poisson
and Density-Gradient, we display in Figure 5 the C-V
characteristics. The device used is the same as described
in section 2 and γ =3.4 has been set for the DG model.
We clearly note the shift of the threshold voltage near
0.5 volt and the reduction of the quantum capacitance
in inversion mode (Vg > 0.5 V). The difference observed
between S-P approach and DG model in strong accumuFebruary 2004

Figure 5. C-V curves, semi-classical in dashed line, S-P in dotted line and DG in solid line.
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Mocasim –
A Versatile Monte Carlo Simulator for
III-Nitride Transport Properties
III-Nitrides have recently attracted attention as
a promising material class for high-power, highfrequency microelectronic applications at elevated
temperatures. They possess large band gaps, relatively small effective masses in the conduction band
minimum, large offsets to the conduction band
satellite valleys, and high polar optical phonon
frequencies. The large band gaps provide highbreakdown field strengths, while the other basic
physical properties result in high low-field mobilities
and high saturation velocities.

Monte Carlo Generated Materials
Transport Parameters
For this report, we utilized the Mocasim Monte
Carlo simulator to derive carrier velocity characteristics for common III-Nitride binaries and their
ternary alloys (AlxGa1-xN, In xGa1-xN, and AlxIn1-xN
in their wurtzite phase). Material model parameters
are derived as a function of field, doping, mole
Figure 1. Electron drift velocity in bulk AlxGa1-xN as a function of electric field
fraction, and temperature. The example in Figure 1
strength at room
shows the electron velocity as a function of electric
field strength for AlxGa1-xN at room temperature.
Energy, momentum relaxation times, and other
basic transport parameters that form the physical
basis for advanced FastBlaze energy balance
simulations are also calculated from Mocasim
as a function of carrier energy, doping, mole
fraction and temperature. These quantities, calculated directly from band structure data and
all relevant scattering mechanisms, provide an
accurate representation of velocity overshoot
and non-local transport effects within FastBlaze
energy balance simulations.

Drift Velocities in III-Nitrides
AlxGa1-xN alloys are the materials most widely
used in the fabrication of III-Nitride FETs. The
drift velocities of electrons as a function of
electric field strength in this material family
are depicted in Figure 1 for various alloy concentrations x. Starting from AlxGa1-xN with x=0,
a decrease in low field drift mobility as well as
Figure 2. Electron drift velocity in InxGa1-xN as function of electric field strength for
a decrease in peak-velocity with increasing Al
various alloy concentrations x at room temperature.
content is observed. Both effects are primarily
The Simulation Standard
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ered structures. InxGa1-xN remains a promising
alloy for MODFET applications.

Figure 3. Electron drift velocity in AlxIn1-xN as function of electric field strength
for various alloy concentrations x at room temperature.

a direct consequence of the increasing effective mass of
the central valley. The saturation drift velocities, on the
other hand, remain nearly constant over the entire range
from one binary to the other.

AlxIn1-xN displays a similar, but less pronounced
behavior for the drift velocities of electrons than
is otherwise found in In xGa1-xN. The low field
mobility decreases slightly, with an increase
of In content that results from scattering due
to alloy fluctuations. This overcompensates for
the effect of the decreasing effective mass in the
central conduction band minimum. For the same
competing mechanisms, peak velocity remains
almost constant for In contents up to 20%, while
steadily increasing for higher In concentrations.
The threshold field to the regime of negative differential mobility, on the other hand, monotonically shifts to smaller field values by increasing
the In content of the alloy. This is a consequence
of the decreasing effective G-valley mass and the
decreasing energetic separation to the satellite
valleys. The saturation velocities are reduced for
the same reasons as for InxGa1-xN with increasing
In content, whereby alloy scattering results in a
lowering of the saturation drift velocity for intermediate alloy concentrations.

Another key property of nitrides is that they possess
large spontaneous, piezoelectric polarization fields that
induce high channel densities in HFETs without doping.
Such polarization fields are added to FastBlaze HFET
simulations by including fixed sheet charges that are
induced by the abrupt change of pyro- and piezoelectric
polarization at the heterointerfaces.

InN contains the smallest effective mass of the three
binaries (GaN, AlN and InN), so that InGaN channel
FETs are considered as a candidate for very high frequency
applications. To exploit the potential of the InxGa1-xN alloy
in terms of mobility and drift velocities, we performed
Mocasim calculations of this material family. In contrary
to the alloys AlxGa1-xN and In xAl1-xN, the favorable influence of the decreasing effective mass of the alloy is overcompensated by the increasing influence of In xGa1-xN
alloy scattering. This results in a decrease of the low field
mobility as well as the peak drift velocity by increasing
the In content up to about 40%.
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Simulation of Silica Microlenslet Formation by
Etch and Reflow Using Elite and SSuprem4
I. Introduction
In response to high demand, device designers are developing
silica microlenslets that offer efficient coupling between
optical fiber bundles and arrays of photodetectors, LEDs,
or VCSELs. Microlenslet design involves precise control
of the surface curvature in order to place the focus in the
optimal region.
ATHENA, Silvaco’s physically based process simulation
software, helps device designers to simulate the entire
fabrication sequence and to determine the effectiveness of
the design through ray tracing and device simulation. The
software also checks prospective designs and helps calibrate
relevant material parameters with lenslet profiles that are
easily imported from microscopy or raw calculations.

II. Device Operation
As an example, let’s take a single photodetector with a
surface-integrated silica microlenslet that forms a compact
device with focusing and photon detection capabilities.
The microlenslet collects the light signal from the optical Figure 1. Microlenslet formation with SSuprem4.
fiber and focuses the light into the absorption region of
the detector. The signal strength is the strongest at the focal
point and so is the photogeneration rate. Consequently, the
III. Device Fabrication Processes
coupling efficiency and the sensitivity of the device are
(SSuprem4 and Elite required)
improved.
The simulated formation of this detector-lenslet device
begins with the process simulation of the detector, including
metal electrodes and a protective glass covering. The
formation of the microlenslet in this example involves
depositions, reactive ion etching, and a low-temperature
reflow that has no effect on the underlying detector.
The starting point for lenslet formation is on top of the
photodetector array after the overglass or planarization
layer. At this point, a layer of silica that features the desired
refractive index and appropriate thickness is laid down.
A photoresist layer of the necessary thickness, viscosity, and
surface tension properties covers the silica. The outline
of the microlenslet is defined by exposing and removing
the unwanted portion of the photoresist layer defines
(Figure 1).
The next step is to anneal the structure so that the remaining portion of the photoresist is allowed to reflow
and form a precisely shaped curved surface (Figure 1).
The shape of this surface depends on the viscosity and
surface tension of the photoresist layer relative to the
silicon oxide layer, the reflow temperature, and the time.
Figure 2. An optical beam with the ray tracing through the structure. The
All of these parameters can be set with SSuprem4, which
microlenslet is seen to focus the light within the silicon.
then more accurately simulates this crucial step.
The Simulation Standard
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from the microscopy of previous fabrication examples. A
designer also auditions specific lenslet shapes with this
approach.
A completed device is shown in Figure 1 and is compared
with a photodetector without the microlenslet.

IV. Device Simulation and Ray Tracing
(S-Pisces and Luminous required)

Figure 3. Optical intensity of the beam (left) and photogeneration rate
(right) for both the planar device and a microlenslet device.

Following the anneal, reactive ion etching (RIE) will
carve a replica of the photoresist into the silica. The precise shape of the silica lenslet depends on the difference
between the etch rate in both the photoresist and in the
silica. The final microlenslet shape is defined by using
the Elite-provided RIE model to separately set the etch
parameters for the photoresist and silicon oxide.

V. Conclusion
Silvaco’s physically based process simulator ATHENA,
and its associated module Elite, help to simplify of complicated and arbitrary surface profiles and lens curvature
implementation. ATHENA and Elite’s versatile features
ease the workload of device designers and helps to exercise
precise control of microlenslet device geometry.

Elite also simplifies surface profile definition by importing profile data in ASCII text format. These profiles are
then used to shape the photoresist and silica layers. A
designer calibrates the layers’ relevant material parameters
by comparing the simulated profiles with those taken
... continued from page 3
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that region. This is verified by plotting the photogeneration
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“planar” photodetector without a lenslet.
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Instructional Approach to Writing Parasitic Capacitance
Rules Files Using Exact
1. Introduction
The Exact analysis stage extracts the user-required
information necessary for the respective parasitic capacitances by probing the Exact database. This is performed
via script files written in LISA (Language for Interfacing
Silvaco Applications). This article demonstrates a systematic approach for writing analysis script files.

save_table(table_OA, CSV, “OA_b.csv”);

2. Full Working LISA script file

save_table(table_OA, CSV, “OA_c.csv”);
save_table(table_OA, TONYPLOT, “OA_c.str”);

column_vector_op(table_OA,
“PP_Ctotal”,
table_OA,
“OneArrayLayer1Width”, table_OA, “OA_Carea”, “*”);
column_vector_op(table_OA,
“OA_Ctotal”,
table_OA,
“OA_Carea”, table_OA, “OA_FD_alpha”, “-”);
column_scalar_op(table_OA, “OA_FD_alpha”, table_OA,
“OA_FD”, “/”, 2.0);

Firstly a full workable analysis script file is detailed; explanatory discussion then follows.

!Equations for fringe down with near body effect.

! ***********BEGIN LISA SCRIPT***********
!Performs numerical fit to determine near body
effect on fringe down capacitance data. Text
!following an exclamation mark is a comment.
Layouts referred to in the script are Parallel
!Plate.pml
(termed
PP...)
and
OneArray.pml
(termed OA...).

equationFD=”OA_FD=1.0*K1[0.01]*(1.0-exp(- K2[0.09]*
(${OneArrayLayer1Space}+K3[0.03])))”;
res_OA
=
(calculate_fit(equationFD)(table_
O A)(s u m_c o m bi n atio n s(O A_c o m bi n atio n s))(“F D_
OA.rsm”)(“Downhill-Simplex”));
save_table(res_OA, CSV, “OA_FDcoeff.csv”);

!Load in the internal database
db = DatabaseLoad(“.”);

! Header notes
write_parameters(“eg1.xcl”, table_PP, {“\n// Example script for Exact2 manual\n”});
write_parameters(“eg1.xcl”, table_PP, {“\n\n”});
write_parameters(“eg1.xcl”,
table_PP,
{“UNIT
LENGTH um\nUNIT CAPACITANCE fF\n\n”});

!Create capacitance variables and assign capacitance values to them
extract_name(“PP_Ctotal”, “B_gnd”, “Plate”);
extract_name(“OA_Ctotal”, “B_gnd”, “L1p”);

!Write text for area capacitance expression and
fringe down capacitance expression

!Decide which combinations are to be examined
and included in the tables.
PP_combinations = {1};
OA_combinations = {1};

write_parameters(“eg1.xcl”,
table_PP,
{“CAPACITANCE CROSSOVER PLATE “, “LAYER0”, “ “, “LAYER1”,
“\n\n[\n\n C =”, “PP_Ctotal”, “*area()\n\n]\n\n”});

!create table for parallel plate information
table_PP= select(db, “ParallelPlate”, PP_combinations, {“ParallelPlatePlateWidth”},
{“PP_Ctotal”});
!change units of capacitance to fF
column_scalar_op(table_PP,
“PP_Ctotal”,
“PP_Ctotal”, “*”, 1e15);

write_parameters(“eg1.xcl”, res_OA, {“CAPACITANCE
CROSSOVER FRINGE “, “LAYER0”, “ “, “LAYER1”, “\
n\n[\n\n C =length()*”, “k1”, “*(1.0-exp(-”, “k2”,
“*(distance()+”, “k3”, “)))\n\n]\n\n”});

table_PP,
!*************END SCRIPT FILE**************

!save the table for reference purposes
save_table(table_PP, CSV, “PP_a.csv”);

Main output from the script file: capacitance rule file
eg1.xcl

!create table for fringe down capacitance information.
table_OA= select(db, “OneArray”, OA_combinations,
{“OneArrayPlateWidth”,
“OneArrayLayer1Space”,
“OneArrayLayer1Width”},
{“OA_Ctotal”});
!change capacitance units to fF
column_scalar_op(table_OA,
“OA_Ctotal”,
“OA_Ctotal”, “*”, 1e15);

UNIT LENGTH um
UNIT CAPACITANCE fF
CAPACITANCE CROSSOVER PLATE metal1 metal2
[
C =0.0345313*area()
]

table_OA,

CAPACITANCE CROSSOVER FRINGE metal1 metal2
[
C
=length()*0.0454768*(1.0-exp(-0.444801*(distance()+0.0874414)))
]

!save output table for reference purposes
save_table(table_OA, CSV, “OA_a.csv”);
!Perform operations on table_OA to obtain fringe
down capacitance.
merge(table_PP, “PP_Ctotal”, table_OA);
The Simulation Standard
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The syntax must follow:
1) Name of table to create.
2) Keyword select (arguments inside the parentheses
must follow)
a) Database name
b) Layout name
c) Specific layout combinations
This is a sequence of integers. The analysis stage is
informed what layout-specific combinations to e include in the table. We use OneArray_combinations
for this purpose. In this example, OA_combinations
= {1} is used since only combination 1 is present.
While a string of numbers for the layout combinations argument would suffice, the use of a variable
is more intuitive, especially to another user reading
the script.
d) Structure information argument
This is a set of comma separated strings which must
be contained within braces. The strings form a list
of specific structure parameter values that the user
requires to be stored in the table.

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the stages within an analysis script

e) Capacitance list argument
This is a set of comma-separated strings contained
within braces. The strings form a list of user-required capacitance values to store in the table
after extraction from the database. The key word
extract_name is used for this purpose:

3. Script Discussion
There are three dominant stages in a full workable Exact
script file, (see Figure 1):
Stage 1: input. This creates a table containing all the required data.

extract_name(“OA_Ctotal”, “B_gnd”, “L1p”);

Stage 2: data operations. Manipulate the table in order to
produce specific capacitance information.

The parameters inside the parentheses (from left to
right) are the user-specified capacitance name (target
capacitance) to include in the table, the wire 1 name,
and the wire 2 name. While the target capacitance
name is chosen arbitrarily, the names of the wires
must correspond to those of the respective layout.

Stage 3: output: This creates capacitance rule files for use
in layout parasitic extraction (LPE) tools.
3.1 Stage 1: Input commands.
db = DatabaseLoad(“/home/.../....etc”);
or
db = DatabaseLoad(“.”);
The input stage’s main aim is to build a data table or
several data tables. Firstly, it is necessary to load in the
database where the output from Exact has been saved.
DatabaseLoad performs this task via the user specifying
to it the path of the database and the name to use for a
variable to store it in. This path must match that in the
output stage of the Exact experiment, see Figure 2. Once
the internal database has been loaded into the analysis
stage, the next task of the input stage is to create a table.
The LISA command used to create a table is:
table_OA= select(db, “OneArray”,
OA_combinations, {“OneArrayPlateWidth”, “OneArrayLayer1Space”,
“OneArrayLayer1Width”}, {“OA_Ctotal”});
February 2004

Figure 2. Output GUI from main Exact experiment.
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3.2 Stage 2: Data Operations
The goal of this stage is to calculate specific capacitance
effects with the generated table. This manipulation is
necessary since the capacitance calculated between any
two wires is the total capacitance between them. However, a user may wish to ascertain how much capacitance
pertains to fringe down capacitance..

column_vector_op(table_OA, “OA_Ctotal”,
table_OA, “OA_Carea”, table_OA, “OA_FD_
alpha”, “-”);
column_scalar_op(table_OA, “OA_FD_alpha”,
table_OA, “OA_FD”, “/”, 2.0);
The above commands highlight scalar operations and
vector operations that exist in a LISA analysis script.

Figure 3(a) shows the ParallelPlate.pml test structure.
Figure 3(b) shows the OneArray.pml test structure, representing three single conductors over a ground plane.
The total capacitance calculated between L1p and B_gnd
conductors in Figure 3(b) includes fringe capacitance,
termed OA_FD, and area capacitance, termed OA_Carea.
The total capacitance between L1p and B_gnd is writable as:
OA_Ctotal=OA_Carea+2 x OA_FD,

3.2.1 Scalar Operation
A Scalar operation involves a number operating on a
quantity in the table. The for-mat for a scalar operation
must follow:
1) Key word: column_scalar_op.

2.1

2) Inside the parentheses: SOURCE ADDRESS: specific
table name, column in table.

2.2

3) Inside the parentheses: ADDRESS TO WHICH RESULTS
ARE WRITTEN: specific table name, column in table.

where the fringe capacitance is written as:
OA_FD=(OA_Ctotal-OA_Carea)/2.

OA_Carea in equation 2.2 is obtained from using the
test structure of figure 3(a), where
PP_Ctotal = PP_ Carea.

4) Inside the parentheses: operation to perform
5) Inside the parentheses: number to use

2.3

3.2.2 Vector operation.
A vector operation involves a quantity in a table operating on a
quantity in a table. The column_vector_op format must follow:

PP_Carea must be scaled by the width of L1p to obtain
OA_Carea, therefore:
OA_Carea=OneArrayLayer1Width x PP_ Carea.2.4

1) Key word: column_vector_op

After obtaining the area capacitance component of the total
capacitance between L1p and B_gnd, the fringe capacitance component is easily calculated from Equation 2.2.

2) Inside the parentheses: SOURCE 1 ADDRESS: specific
table name, column in table

It is evident from the description above that a user must:

3) Inside the parentheses: SOURCE 2 ADDRESS: specific
table name, column in table

• identify what capacitance effect to examine

4) Inside the parentheses: ADDRESS TO WHICH RESULTS ARE WRITTEN: specific table name, column
in table

• identify which test structures are required for effect
examination
• identify what respective user calculations are required

5) Inside the parentheses: operations to perform

A demonstration of the LISA commands used to obtain
the fringe capacitance is detailed below:

3.2.3 Data fitting.
In addition to the capacitance effects in Figure 3(b), there
are additional effects in test structure OneArray.pml
(Figure 4). A comparison of the fringe capacitance in
Figures 3(b) and 4 shows that some of the would be

column_vector_op(table_OA, “PP_Ctotal”, table_OA,
“OneArrayLayer1Width”, table_OA, “OA_Carea”,
“*”);

Figure 3(a). ParallelPlate.pml test structure. Capacitance effects are indicated by bold arrows.
The Simulation Standard

Figure 3(b). OneArray.pml layout. Capacitance effects are indicated by the bold arrows.
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1) The name of the fitting routine equation described in
the LISA script
2) The name of the table that contains the data
3) The number of combinations for the fit
4) The name of the response surface model, which in this
case is FD_OA.rsm. Users can choose to not save the
RSM file by giving a file name of “”.
5) The name of the chosen fitting method
On completion of the fitting routine, the user saves the file containing the coefficients by using the following LISA syntax

Figure 4. Test structure OneArray.pml. Capacitance effects are
indicated by the bold arrows.

save_table(res_OA, CSV, “OA_FDcoeff.csv”);

fringe down field lines from L1p now terminate on L1l
and L1r. Since this significant only when the two
conductors are sufficiently near to one another, this is
termed a near body effect.

A extract from this file is detailed below:
AVG_ERROR,K1,K2,K3,LAYER0,LAYER1,MAX_ERROR
0.963929,0.0454768,0.444801,0.0874414,metal1,metal2
,6.01101

The requirement is to obtain an analytical expression
for the fringe capacitance between L1p and B_gn, while
taking the near body effect into account. These
well-known expressions are typically obtained from
the specific LPE manual, but require the process-specific
capacitance coefficients obtained through Exact’s fitting routines.

The analytical expression that describes the fringe down
capacitance with near body effect is plotted against the
actual calculated data using these coefficients (Figure 6).
3.3 Stage 3: Output
After completing the data manipulation, it may be
necessary to write out capacitance rule files to use with
a layout parasitic extraction (LPE) tool. The LISA command form for writing to these files remains the same
for any LPE tool. Users must consult the respective LPE
manual for the required syntax. An example LISA command for writing out a string is:

In this example, the expression takes the form:
Cfringe=K1*(1.0-exp(-K2*(distance+K3)))
where the coefficients K1, K2 and K3 are calculated by
the fitting routine. For example, in the DOE of the Exact
experiment, OneArrayLayer1Space varies from 0.1 to 5
microns (Figure 5). The capacitance between wires L1p
and B_gnd is calculated over this range. Since Exact
calculates the total capacitance between any two conductors, it is first necessary to obtain the values of fringe
down capacitance as a function of near body distance.
Once done, a column containing this capacitance information as well as column containing conductor spacing
information appears in the table.

write_parameters(“eg1.xcl”, table_PP, {“\n/
/ Example string\n”});
Each write_parameters command follows:
1. Key word write_parameters
Continued on page 14 ...

To then perform a numerical fit on the data, used the
equation that is described in the LISA script. For example:
equationFD=”OA_FD=1.0*K1[0.01]*(1.0-exp( K2[0.0
9]*(${OneArrayLayer1Space}+K3[0.03])))”;
OA_FD and OneArrayLayer1Space are variables in
the table that identifies, respectively, the fringe down
capacitance data and the spacing between the two
conductors. The variable equationFD holds the description of the equation. The conditions for fitting routine
calculated coefficients are set via []. Once the equation is
described, the numerical is performed with:
res_OA = (calculate_fit(equationFD)(table_
OA)(sum_combinations(OA_combinations))(“FD_
OA.rsm”)(“Downhill-Simplex”));

In this command, res_OA is used to store the values of
the calculated coefficients. Within the parentheses of the
key word calculate_fit are the following:
February 2004

Figure 5. Design of Experiments layout GUI.
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Hints, Tips and Solutions
William French Ph.D., Applications and Support Manager

Q. How can I use the EXTRACT commands
to find the depletion widths in my MOSFET
at different drain biases ?
The EXTRACT feature within the DeckBuild
application is a powerful feature but requires
experience to write the correct syntax. We
shall show how it may be used on a structure
file to find depletion widths.
To illustrate the use of this statement to find
depletion widths we have used the standard
MOSFET example mos1ex01.in to first create
the structure. Then the drain voltage was
swept to 5V and a structure was saved at this
bias. Figure 1 shows this structure and has
plottted the junction and the depletion edges.
To extract the depletion width from a particular structure we must first define what is the
edge of the depletion region. Typically the
depletion edge is assumed to be where the majority carrier concentration is equal to one half Figure 1. The standard MOSFET structure with the drain biased to 5v that shows
the depletion regions.
of the doping concentration. Once the location
of the two edges are found the depletion width
can be calculated. We shall now describe how
Next we calculate from the surface of the silicon the
depth at which the calculated hole carrier concentration
is equal to one half of the acceptor doping concentration.
We have selected a point at x = 1.1um to extract the depletion edge “Dxp”

this can be translated into EXTRACT syntax.
First EXTRACT is initialied with the appropriate file
which in this case is the device with 5V applied. Any following EXTRACT statements will operate on this twodimensional structure file.

extract name=”Dxp” x.val from curve(depth, \

extract init inf=”vd5v.str”

(impurity=”Hole Conc” material=”Silicon” mat.occno=1 x.val=1.1) \

Next we calculate from the surface of the silicon the
depth at which the calculated electron carrier concentration is equal to one half of the donor doping concentration. We have selected a point at x = 1.1µm to extract the
depletion edge “Dxn”

/ (impurity=”Acceptor Conc” material=”Silicon” mat.occno=1 x.val=1.1) ) \
where y.val=0.5

Finally we can use the ability of EXTRACT to perform
calculations on EXTRACT variable names to find the
depletion width.

extract name=”Dxn” x.val from curve(depth, \
(impurity=”Electron Conc” material=”Silicon” mat.occno=1 x.val=1.1) \

extract name=”Depletion Width @ x=1.1um = “ $Dxp - $Dxn

/ (impurity=”Donor Conc” material=”Silicon” mat.occno=1 x.val=1.1) ) \
where y.val=0.5
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For the device in Figure 1 the results from this extraction are shown in Figure 2. The depletion width
of 0.29um is the same as the depletion width shown
in Figure 1. This analysis allows an easy way for the
depletion width to be extracted either at different x
coordinates or from different structures which have
different applied voltages.

Call for Questions

If you have hints, tips, solutions or questions to contribute,
please contact our Applications and Support Department
Phone: (408) 567-1000
Fax: (408) 496-6080
e-mail: support@silvaco.com

Hints, Tips and Solutions Archive

Check our our Web Page to see more details of this example
plus an archive of previous Hints, Tips, and Solutions

www.silvaco.com

Figure 2. DeckBuild window that shows the runtime output
of the EXTRACT commands.

...continued from page 11

Another example for writing out a string is given:
write_parameters(“eg1.xcl”, res_OA, {“CAPACITANCE
CROSSOVER FRINGE “, “LAYER0”, “ “, “LAYER1”, “\
n\n[\n\n C =length()*”, “k1”, “*(1.0-exp(-”, “k2”,
“*(distance()+”, “k3”, “)))\n\n]\n\n”});

The expression contains the fitting routine’s calculated
coefficients, so the coefficient values must appear in the
text. This output requirement is obtained by parsing the
entire string with segments of the text and coefficients
contained within braces. Each segment must reside
within inverted commas and is separated from other
segments by commas. If the format is not strictly followed, then nothing will appear in the string output.
Output operations are performed throughout the
LISA script. In addition, simpler output commands
exist (to output a table, for example):
Figure 6: Calculated capacitance data (left figure) and calculated
capacitance data with numerical fit (right figure).

The arguments inside the parentheses follow:
a)

The file to write the text string to

b)

The table containing the data referred to in the text
string, if applicable

c)

The actual string within braces

The Simulation Standard

save_table(table_PP, CSV, “PP_a.csv”); or directly
in Tonyplot format by:
save_table(table_OA, TONYPLOT, “OA_c.str”);

4. Conclusion
Exact’s analysis stage is algorithm-intensive and benefits greatly from proper scripting techniques. This article should help users to easily write scripts for a specific
process technology.
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